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Abstract—Given a corpus of employee peer reviews from a
large corporation where each review is structured into pros and
cons, what are the prevalent traits that employees talk about?
How can we describe the performance of an employee with
just a few sentences, that help us interpret what their work is
praised and criticized for? What is the best way to summarize an
employee’s reviews, while preserving the content and sentiment
as well as possible?
In this work, we study a large collection of corporation-wide
employee peer reviews from a technology enterprise. Motivated
by the challenges we outline in our analysis of employee review
data, our work makes two main contributions in the domain of
people analytics: (a) Sentiment-Aspect Model (SAM): we introduce a stylized log-linear model that identifies the hidden aspects
and sentiment within an employee peer review corpus, (b) Interpretable Sentiment-Aspect Representations (E MPLOYEE 2V EC):
using SAM, we produce a vector space embedding for each
employee, containing an overall sentiment score per aspect, and
(c) Summarization of Employee Peer Reviews (P EER S UM): we
summarize an employee’s peer reviews with just a few sentences
which reflect the most prevalent traits and associated sentiment
for the employee as much as possible.
We show that our model SAM can use the structure present
in the dataset as supervision to discover meaningful latent traits
and sentiment embodied in the reviews. Our employee vector representations E MPLOYEE 2V EC provide a compact, interpretable
overview of their evaluation. The review summaries extracted by
P EER S UM provide text that explains the professional performance
of an employee in a succinct and objectively quantifiable way. We
also show how to use our techniques for people analytics tasks
such as the analysis of thematic differences between departments,
regions, and genders.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Given a large text collection of employee peer reviews
within an enterprise, how can we extract meaningful structure
that can help us answer a variety of questions about the
employees or the enterprise at large? Specifically, what are
the latent traits (or aspects) that employees discuss (praise or
criticize) about one another? Which key phrases do they use
to talk about certain traits, positively and negatively? How
can we identify the aspect-level sentiment with which each
employee is reviewed?
Peer reviewing is a commonly used means for evaluating
employees in an enterprise, where each employee provides
‘free text’ feedback for each of their peers [1]. Around 90% of
Fortune 1,000 companies have adopted a specific form of peer
reviewing known as 360◦ -reviews [2]. Despite their drawbacks

of leniency bias and centrality bias [3], peer evaluations have
multiple key advantages. Reviews to an employee are written
by people who closely work with them and hence can provide
the most actionable feedback. Peer reviews reduce centralized
bureaucracy and also allow employees to freely discuss their
opinions about one another, without being tied to pre-specified
questions, like in a survey.
The unstructured nature of peer reviews, however, comes
at a cost for data analysis. The enterprise needs to extract
implicit information from text to answer questions like “What
themes or traits are most prevalent across the vast amount
of free text reviews?”, “Are employees mentioning X (e.g.,
‘communication’, ‘execution’, etc.) as a positive trait?”, “What
are the major themes that top managers are being praised
for?”, “Are there gender disparities in how and with respect to
which traits employees are criticized?”, etc. Existing methods
for text analytics rely entirely on structured data [4], ignore
any sentiment in the peer reviews [5], [6], [7], assume that
reviews are labeled with a given set of aspects [8], [9], or that
various parts of a review deterministically inherit the overall
rating provided by the user along with the review [8].
To effectively address our motivating questions, our work
sets out to identify latent structure within the employee peer
review corpus from a large ride-sharing enterprise. Latent
structure here is two-fold: (a) Aspects: hidden traits about
which the employees praise or criticize each other, such as
work values like ‘teamwork’ or ‘diligence’ and (b) Sentiment:
how positive or negative the feedback is, as evaluations are
inherently subjective and convey opinions. Specifically, we
propose a structured aspect-sentiment log-linear model that
uses review keywords to describe various aspects as well
as how positive or negative feedback about those aspects is
conveyed by the employees. Moreover, we can summarize an
employee review with just a few sentences that best reflect and
justify the associated sentiment per aspect for that employee.
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our proposed approach.
We summarize our main contributions to the domain of
people analytics as follows:
• Sentiment-Aspect Model (SAM): We propose a new
multi-aspect sentiment model, called SAM, toward identifying hidden themes and sentiment in a given review
corpus of employee peer reviews. Similar to topic models,
our model is interpretable; it reveals not only the specific
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Piazza et al. [4] provides a review of data mining applications in people analytics. Data mining of human resources data
has typically focused on issues such as predicting employee
churn, matching workers to jobs or tasks, assessing worker
competencies for jobs, mining career trajectories, etc. To the
best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt in literature to
develop statistical data mining techniques for analyzing employee peer reviews in the context of a technology corporation.
Topic models such as LSI [5], PLSI [6], and LDA [7] mainly
focus on latent aspect/factor/topic modeling without explicit
emphasis on sentiment. Moreover, topics they learn are often
not representative of ratable aspects [10]. There are also LDAextensions that explicitly model or infer topic and sentiment
words from text [11], [12], [13], but none of those work can
effectively exploit the availability of structured pros-and-cons.
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aspect words, but also general sentiment words as well as
aspect-specific sentiment words. (§IV)
• Employee Representation (E MPLOYEE 2V EC ): We employ “SAM at work” and show how to construct an interpretable vector representation per employee from all their
reviews using SAM. E MPLOYEE 2V EC is a representation
where aspects are the dimensions, and entries reflect the
sentiment for each aspect. (§V-A)
• Peer Review Summarization (P EER S UM ): Based on our
model and the derived vector representations of each
employee, we also produce an aspect-level text summary.
The summary includes a few representative sentences per
aspect that are reflective of its overall sentiment. (§V-B)
Our model formulation lends itself to efficient inference.
The proposed sentiment-aspect modeling, representation learning, and text summarization tasks all scale linearly with the
number of feedbacks in the review corpus. Our proposed
techniques enable data scientists in the people analytics teams
of large organizations to structure, analyze, and summarize
large, unstructured peer reviews corpora. We evaluate the
interpretability and utility of our methods through extensive
experiments, and demonstrate different ways in which they
can reveal new insights. We provide all the source code for
this paper at https://bit.ly/2IYQFms.

Count

Fig. 1: Overview of proposed techniques. Given a large review corpus, (a) we find interpretable hidden aspects, and word
distributions over aspects and aspect-level sentiment, (b) we construct vector representations of employees capturing overall
aspect-level sentiment, and finally (c) we provide aspect-level supportive text summaries, reflective of overall sentiment.
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Fig. 2: Histogram of employees by (a) department, (b) geographical region, and (c) gender.
Aspect-based sentiment models that leverage a single numeric rating (e.g., rHilton = 4) along with review text have
been studied later. Specifically, [14], [15] infer (hidden) aspectlevel ratings, based on review text and an overall rating
using hidden factor models. Most related to our present work
are aspect-sentiment models that use text as well as a set
(room)
of aspect-level (i.e., multi-aspect) ratings (e.g., rHilton =
(staf f )
(location)
3, rHilton
= 4, rHilton
= 5), in addition to an overall
rating [8], [9]. These models, however, assume that the aspects
are pre-specified and limited to those explicitly-rated aspects.
However, it is a restricting assumption; it is observed that
other non-explicit aspects (e.g., breakfast, parking, etc.) are
mentioned in (e.g., hotel) reviews in addition to explicit aspects
(e.g., room, location, etc.) [8]. Moreover, in these work when
text segments (e.g. sentences) are assigned to aspects, they
“inherit” the rating of their assigned aspect. In other words,
all sentences of a certain aspect are assumed to have the same
rating, which is also restrictive. In contrast, we find fully-latent
rather than pre-defined aspects.
III. DATA AND C HALLENGES
In this work, we study a large collection of peer reviews
among employees of a large ride-sharing company. The company goes through a performance evaluation cycle every six
months. Evaluations consist of 360◦ -reviews: each employee
writes reviews for their co-workers, manager, subordinates (if
any), as well as a self-review [16]. For simplicity, we refer
to all the reviews as peer reviews. Our collection contains all
reviews from both the mid-year (MY: Jan-June) and end-ofyear (EY: July-Dec) 2016 cycles.
The review form used to submit employee reviews consists
of 6 free-text boxes, where the reviewer can highlight upto 3
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Fig. 3: Frequency of feedbacks by order. Employees tend to
give fewer ‘bottom’ feedbacks.
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Fig. 4: Violinplots of feedback length versus (a) employee
performance (1=low, 2=moderate, 3=high), (b) question type
(T’s and B’s), and (c) reviewer.
top and 3 bottom “qualities/traits/things” about the reviewee.
T’s can be thought as the qualities that the reviewee excels at,
and B’s as those that they are suggested to focus on improving.
In this paper, we call each of these 6 components (3 T’s and 3
B’s) of a review a feedback and the associated T or B tag as the
feedback type. Figure 2 shows the distribution of employees
across eight departments of the corporation (2a), across five
main geographical regions (2b), and across genders (2c). Most
of the employees work in the US, belong to two prominent
departments, and around 66% of all employees are men.
Figure 3 shows the overall frequency of feedbacks split by
feedback type, for both MY and EY cycles. Increase in counts
in EY is due to new hires, as the company is still growing at
a substantial rate. Employees tend to provide notably fewer
B2 and B3 (negative) feedbacks. This behavior is evident
in both cycles, and even more so in EY. Figure 4 shows
violinplots of the distribution of feedback length (in words)
against employee performance (4a), feedback type i.e. B’s and
T’s (4b), and reviewer type (4c). Length of feedback is not
significantly correlated with employee performance, feedback
type, or reviewer type. We therefore shift our focus to analysis
of feedback content to discover employee insights.
Each feedback consists of feedback-id, reviewer-id,
reviewee-id, feedback type (viz. T1, T2, T3, B1, B2, B3), and
feedback text. An individual review consists of feedbacks with
the same (reviewer-id, reviewee-id) pair. In total, the dataset
contains more than half a million (N = 501, 337) individual
pieces of feedback.
Analysis of the employee reviews dataset is challenging for
the following reasons:
• Topic Analysis: The corpus is difficult to model and analyze using off-the-shelf methods such as Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA). Table I shows prominent keywords from example
topics extracted using NMF and LDA. The topics are not
semantically coherent, indicating that the assumptions of
these methods are violated leading to poor output on the
dataset. In other words, our data is not as “topical” as many

•

of the public text datasets.
Sentiment Analysis: For preliminary analysis, we study
the sentiment distribution among the T and B feedbacks.
Using the nltk.sentiment sentiment analysis toolbox,
we compute a sentiment score between [−1, 1] for each
feedback. Figure 5 shows the distribution of scores for
each feedback group. The average sentiment drops from
top to bottom. While fewer in number, B3 feedbacks are
significantly less positive, but the sentiment scores still
overlap heavily between the six feedback types. Almost
all feedbacks have non-negative scores, suggesting mostly
constructive criticisms. This general positivity and lack of
polarity in sentiment (characterized as leniency and centrality biases respectively in [3]) indicates that analyzing
useful distinctions between the T’s and B’s using an offthe-shelf sentiment analysis tool will perform poorly.

Motivated by these challenges, we develop a stylized loglinear model that jointly models both the aspects and the
sentiment associated with the feedbacks, and utilizes the
supervision provided by the feedback types - B’s and T’s - in
modeling both general sentiment keywords as well as aspectspecific sentiment keywords.
IV. P ROPOSED M ODEL : SAM
In this work, our goal is to extract hidden information, to
structure, summarize, and ultimately better interpret a large,
unstructured peer reviews corpus. We address this problem in
two steps.
First, we model the corpus with a log-linear sentimentaspect model, called SAM, that identifies latent aspects,
as well as word distributions over the aspects and positive/negative sentiment. We further capitalize on our model
to transform all the reviews of each employee into an employee representation called E MPLOYEE 2V EC, that captures
the overall sentiment per aspect. Second, we formulate a
summarization task, called P EER S UM, to explain the overall
sentiment in employee embeddings by extracting short, supportive text from their reviews, which builds on SAM and
E MPLOYEE 2V EC.

#
NMF 1
NMF 2
NMF 3

topic keywords ordered by importance
fc favours fawry faye faze fazed fazer fb fbi fbr
team members member rest leader building player
work life ethic balance easy pleasure makes efficiently

#
LDA 1
LDA 2
LDA 3

topic keywords ordered by importance
set works encourage fast quickly expectations work hard
learning want attention line space finish saying engaged pay
feedback design end bring provide closely research experience

TABLE I: Top 3 topics from Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) on our dataset.
NMF topics sorted by explained variance, and LDA topics by corpus-wide assignment counts. Both methods fit for 100 topics.
A. Model Specification
Formally, a feedback contains words w ∈ fi from a vocabulary V with size V = |V|. The text corpus T = (F, R) consists
of feedbacks F = {f1 , . . . , fN } and their corresponding
feedback types R = {r1 , . . . , rN }, ri ∈ {T, B} respectively
for Top and Bottom. Other than having been organized into
top and bottom feedbacks, the reviews contain free text.
By design, each feedback fi talks about a single aspect of
the reviewee. However the aspects are latent; since individual
feedbacks are not tagged or categorized explicitly in the
dataset. Formally, each feedback should be associated with
one of K latent aspects A = {a1 , . . . , aK }, where a(fi ), or
ai for short, denotes the (hidden) aspect of feedback fi .
Besides unearthing the underlying aspects, we aim to learn
a model that also captures sentiment. That is, we want a model
that can predict the sentiment of a given piece of text. As we
will show later, this enables us to summarize reviews while
preserving sentiment. Our modeling problem is then stated as
follows.
Problem 1 (Sentiment-Aspect Modeling): Given a review
corpus T = (F, R), containing individual feedbacks and their
ratings, Find a model M, that can (a) discover hidden aspects
A = {a1 , . . . , aK } in T , (b) map feedbacks fi ∈ F to
individual aspects ai ∈ A, (c) discover sentiment keywords
that describe corpus-wide positive or negative sentiment, and
(d) discover aspect-specific sentiment keywords beyond the
general sentiment keywords.
To this end, we propose a new sentiment-aspect model
called SAM. Specifically, we model the probability that a
feedback f discusses a particular aspect a with feedback type
r as
p(a, r|f ) = p(θ) (a|f ) · p(β,φ) (r|a, f )
(1)
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The parameters of our model are Θ = {θ, β, φ}; where
• θaw is the ‘weight’ of word w for aspect a,
• βrw is the ‘sentiment-weight’ of word w for feedback type
r,
• φraw is the aspect-specific ‘sentiment-weight’ of word w
for feedback type r under aspect a;
respectively capturing the aspects, general-sentiment, and
aspect-level sentiment.

There are dependencies between feedbacks given or received by the same employee. Such dependencies are hard
to capture without relational models. In this work, we make
the simplifying assumption of i.i.d. feedbacks, and write the
corpus likelihood as
L(F, R; Θ) = pΘ (a, R|F) =

N
Y

p(θ) (ai |fi )·p(β,φ) (ri |ai , fi )

i=1

(2)
where a depicts the unknown aspect assignments of the
feedbacks.
B. Model Inference
We estimate the model parameters from the corpus by
maximizing the (regularized) log likelihood. Moreover, the
feedback aspects ai ’s are latent and need to be inferred. As
such, the objective is
Θ̂, â = arg max log pΘ (a, R|F) − R(Θ) ,
Θ,a |
{z
} | {z }
corpus log-likelihood

(3)

regularizer

where
R(Θ) = λ1 (kθk2 + kβk2 + kφk2 )
+ λ2 (log det(θθT ) + log det(ββ T ) + log det(φφT )) .
In addition to the commonly used l2 regularizer, log det(·)
is a determinantal regularizer [17] that promotes diversity in
the selection of parameters θ, β, and φ.
For the inference of our latent variable model, we use a
coordinate ascent approach by alternately optimizing
t

at = arg max log pΘ (a, R|F)

(4)

a

t+1

Θ

Θ

t

= arg max log p (a , R|F) − R(Θ)

(5)

Θ

at every iteration t, until aspect assignments converge; at =
at−1 . Eq. (4) consists of independently maximizing
t

ati = arg max p(θ ) (a|fi ) · p(β

t

,φt )

a∈A

(ri |a, fi )

for every feedback fi . Note that this is a hard-assignment.
On the other hand, parameter estimation in Eq. (5) is
concave and can be optimized via gradient ascent. Partial
derivatives include:
N
X X
X
X
t
∂L(Θ)
δ(θaw ) =
=
1−
p(θ ) (a|fi )
1
∂θaw
w0 ∈f
i:a =a w0 ∈f
i=1
i

i
w0 =w

i
w0 =w

(6)
where the first and second terms are respectively the actual
and the expected number of times word w appears in feedbacks
with aspect a. A gradient ascent step updates
t+1
t
θaw
← θaw
+η

δ(θaw )
N

where η is the learning rate. Intuitively, the parameter value is
increased proportional to its excess amount of occurrence over
the expectation. That is, the more (less) than expected number
of times a word occurs in feedbacks of a certain aspect a, the
higher (lower) its ‘weight’ gets for a. Similar intuition follows
for other updates:
∂L(Θ)
=
∂βrw
i:r

N
X

values.” Using this metadata, we initialize each feedback to
one of K = 8 × 14 = 112 aspects to discover a diverse set
of work-related aspects in a data-driven fashion. In general,
external information about the reviewees can be used to
initialize aspects for feedbacks in a similar way.
V. SAM AT W ORK

The unstructured nature of peer evaluations make it hard to
systematically
study, compare and contrast employees (across
0
w0 ∈fi
i=1
i =r w ∈fi
departments, different levels, etc.). Our next goal is to capiw0 =w
w0 =w
(7) talize on our model to construct vector representations of the
employees and use them to summarize an employee’s peer reX
X views succinctly in a few sentences. Unlike various document
X X
t
t
∂L(Θ)
1 embeddings, our representations should be interpretable.
δ(φraw ) =
1−
p(β ,φ ) (r|a, fi )
=
∂φraw
i:ai =a w0 ∈f
w0 ∈fi
i:ai =a
i
ri =r
Our emphasis is on representing each employee with just
w0 =w
w0 =w
(8) a few numbers that have real meaning to a human resources
Notice that our model as given in Eq. (1) is overparame- analyst. Similarly, our review summaries should provide an
terized, and multiple different combinations of θ, β, φ could employee a representative sample of peer feedback that closely
lead to the same objective value. To enforce uniqueness and matches the overall sentiment associated with the employee’s
prevent oscillations in parameter learning
P [9], we enforce the peer reviews.
absolute
sum
constraint
on
θ
and
β:
|
w θaw | = 1 ∀a, and
P
| w βrw | = 1 ∀r. Such a constraint is easily enforced through A. Employee Representations via E MPLOYEE 2V EC
projection of θ and β back onto the constraint-compliant
Our approach is to identify the dominant aspects that
polyhedra after each iteration of gradient descent.
were discussed across all the reviews of a given employee,
Real data is messy, and getting mathematical models to and estimate an overall sentiment for each such aspect. We
work effectively with such data in practice often requires construct vector ve ∈ RK for each employee e, by computing
taking additional steps. To make our model more robust and the expected sentiment per aspect as follows:
interpretable, we employ two additional strategies.
X


By formulation, we expect β and φ to put more weight on
ve [a] =
p(θ) (a|f )· 2·p(β,φ) (r = T op|a, f )−1 , ∀a ∈ A
sentiment words, whereas θ to put more weight on concept
f ∈Fe
words. To capture this intuition, we partition the original
(9)
vocabulary V into two: Va containing only the nouns and Notice that we scale p(r = T op|a, f ) ∈ [0, 1] to [−1, 1] to
verbs, and Vr containing the rest of the words (adjectives, reflect sentiment (the higher the probability, the more positive
adverbs, etc.).
the feedback is and vice versa), and take a weighted combinaSuch a separation not only helps improve interpretability, tion of sentiment across all feedbacks, without hard feedbackbut also simplifies our model by reducing the number of to-aspect assignment. Finally, we normalize the embeddings
parameters to be estimated. Overall, we learn |Va |K + 2|Vr | + by ve as different employees receive different number of
|Fe |
2K|Vr | parameters.
reviews and T/B feedbacks.
Solving non-concave maximization problems like our obIntuitively, aspects that do not appear in an employee’s
jective function in Eq. (3) using alternating optimization may reviews receive embedding value 0 since p(a|f ) ≈ 0, ∀f ∈ Fe .
find undesired local optima, depending on the initialization. Moreover, the larger the number of feedbacks that discuss a
We employ the following strategies to start on a potentially certain aspect positively or negatively, the larger its absolute
good initialization.
value becomes.
The parameters of our structured log-linear model can be
As a result, the embeddings provide us with a unified repreinterpreted as the ‘weight’s of the features, just like in simpler sentation of the employees, which enables various mainstream
logit models, where positive (negative) weights increase (de- tasks such as distribution, cluster and outlier analysis.
crease) the probability likelihood. Aspects are hidden to us,
therefore, we initialize all the aspect-driven parameters θ and B. Peer Review Summarization: P EER S UM
φ to 0 (neutral), which is the unbiased initialization.
Our sentiment-aspect vector representations readily serve as
On the other hand, β is to capture general sentiment, interpretable summaries of the reviews. They quickly route
independent of specific aspects. To set β, we leverage well- attention to a few dominant aspects among the feedbacks
known publicly-available sentiment lexicons. We identify the of the employee, and provide an overall sentiment of their
nouns and verbs in our vocabulary that exist in those lexicons, evaluations with respect to those aspects.
and assign corresponding lexicon scores as the initial weights.
Utilizing these numerical summaries, we aim to provide the
Each employee belongs to one of 8 departments, and each employees with supportive text summaries. Supportive text is
feedback is assigned to one of 14 coarsely defined “work to justify the numerical summaries, i.e., it should be reflective
δ(βrw ) =

X X

1−

p(β

t

,φt )

(r|ai , fi )

X

1

of the estimated aspect-level sentiments. Moreover, it should
be short, such that it still serves the purpose of a summary.
Given an employee e, all their feedbacks (Fe , Re ), vector
representation ve , estimated model parameters Θ from SAM,
and a budget b; for each dominant aspect a0 in ve , find b
sentences S ⊂ Fe , |S| = b such that the expected sentiment
of a0 with S well approximates that with Fe


p(θ) (a0 |S) ∗ 2 · p(β,φ) (r = T op|a0 , S) − 1 ≈ ve [a0 ] . (10)

4) Fourth aspect revolves around teamwork, truly caring, positivity, recharging, and fostering a culture of helpfulness.
Phrases such as ‘incredibly helpful’, ‘contagious energy’,
‘really passionate’, etc. form the sentiment associated with
this aspect.
5) Fifth aspect talks about an open office environment, enjoyable work culture, and work-life balance. The aspect is
powered by similar sentiment phrases such as ‘authentic’,
‘genuine’, ‘natural’, ‘comfortable’, and ‘empower equally’.

The dominant aspects are those on which the employee
received a lot of praise or criticism, i.e., those with large
absolute ve [a0 ] values. For supportive text, we decide to use
individual sentences, as they are the smallest unites of cohesive
text information and are easy to present. We also specify
a user-defined budget b, which can be tuned interactively
depending on the attention span of the user or the information
content of the summary sentences.
An advantage of our summarization is its quantifiable and
straightforward formulation. We split all the feedbacks of an
employee into sentences, score individual sentences by Eq.
(10), and choose top b sentences in a greedy fashion to provide
the best possible reconstruction accuracy.

In Figure 8, we visualize the general sentiment words in
parameter β. The keywords associated with T’s i.e. pros are
in green and the ones associated with B’s i.e. cons are in
red. We can see that the parameter captures only general
sentiment words such as best, positive, willing, quickly, better
etc. However, the sentiment associated with each aspect is
much richer as demonstrated by the variety in the aspectspecific sentiment words. Also, as pointed out in Section
III, feedbacks are mostly populated with praise. The most
prominent adjective that appears in cons i.e. better is indicative
of encouragement and suggestions to perform better on the job.

VI. DATA A NALYSIS AND B USINESS I NSIGHTS

A simple and intuitive way to check for SAM’s generalizability is to perform feedback type prediction on unseen test
documents. To this end, we split the feedbacks into 50% train
and 50% test feedbacks, train the model on the former, and
predict feedback type i.e. T or B on the latter. We can predict
the type of a feedback f given its predicted aspect a by

We applied our proposed model SAM and text summarization approach P EER S UM to the human resources dataset
described in Section III obtained from a technology corporation. We perform a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of
SAM in sections VI-A and VI-B. In section VI-C, we use
the E MPLOYEE 2V EC employee embeddings to learn which
aspects are most associated with important professional demographics such as department, managerial level, and gender.
Section VI-D discusses the quality of P EER S UM through summariesextracted from the peer reviews of example employees.
Finally, section VI-E demonstrates empirical scalability of our
proposed techniques.
A. Discovered Aspects and Sentiment
In order to examine the usefulness of SAM, we look at
salient aspects (θ), aspect-specific sentiment words (φ), and
general sentiment words (β) discovered by training the model
on peer reviews. In Figure 6, we show five example aspects,
with the corresponding aspect-specific sentiment words in
Figure 7:
1) First aspect talks about winning litigation and doing the
job with an energetic, positive, and infectious outlook.
2) Second aspect discusses many engineering specific subjects
such as code reviews, code diffs, design, documentation,
features, etc. It is supported by aspect-sentiment phrases
that focus on productivity, task readiness, and technical
understanding.
3) Third aspect is also related to engineering and design but
focuses more on code testing, bugs and their resolution,
and overcoming setbacks. Aspect-sentiment phrases related
to this aspect are also intuitive, e.g., ‘persistent’, ‘relentless’, ‘eager’, and focus on long term goals.

B. SAM Model Quality

arg max p(β,φ) (r|a, f )
r

We obtain 93.05% train accuracy and 93.99% test accuracy
on predicting feedback type i.e. distinguishing between B’s
and T’s. Thus, our model learns aspects and aspect-specific
sentiment words that help it distinguish effectively between
pros and cons of employees on both training and unseen
feedbacks.
Evaluation of aspect assignments, on the other hand, is
difficult since assignment to aspects is essentially unsupervised
and we lack any groundtruth to test aspect prediction on
unseen test data. Hence, we examine distributional statistics
of aspect assignments across train and test data to confirm
that the aspects are meaningfully generalizable.
Figure 9a shows that the perplexity i.e. the negative loglikelihood of heldout validation data decreases with training
iteration, indicating that the log-linear probabilistic model we
employ learns to fit unseen data from the corpus. Figure
9b compares the average pairwise distance within the cluster versus between clusters using TF-IDF representations of
feedbacks. The average intra-cluster distance is significantly
lower than the corresponding inter-cluster average by 44.84%
for training data and 39.67% for test data. This indicates that
feedbacks assigned to the same aspect were far more similar
than feedbacks assigned to different aspects, indicating that
SAM successfully disentangled useful factors of variation in
the unstructured feedbacks.

(a) Aspect I
“job attitude”

(b) Aspect II
“engineering design”

(c) Aspect III
“engineering testing”

(d) Aspect IV
“team support”

(e) Aspect V
“work environment”

Fig. 6: Example Aspect Wordclouds (θ)

(a) Aspect Sentiment I

(b) Aspect Sentiment II

(c) Aspect Sentiment III

(d) Aspect Sentiment IV

(e) Aspect Sentiment V

Fig. 7: Corresponding Aspect-Sentiment Wordclouds (φ) for the Aspects shown in Figure 6 (best in color). Red=negative and
green=positive parameters/word weights; word size proportional to corresponding weight’s magnitude.
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Fig. 9: SAM Quality
C. Insights from E MPLOYEE 2V EC
In addition to reflecting the aspect-level sentiment of the employees, we also study how E MPLOYEE 2V EC can be used for
downstream data analysis tasks. One such way is to investigate
which employee characteristics the vector representations are
predictive about, and identify specific aspects (features) that
capture significant differences among certain employee subpopulations. To this end, we perform the following regressions
with sentiment-aspect embedding vectors as input features and
certain employee characteristic as binary output response.
Characteristic

Top Distinctive Aspect

Coeff.

p-val

Engineers/Others
Managers/Non-man.
Males/Females

“software projects”
“optimistic leadership”
“risk-taking”

28.0721
9.9856
0.5238

0.000
0.001
0.007

TABLE II: Employee characteristics and aspects that distinguish these characteristics the most in a logit model.
Engineers vs. non-engineers: Since we are analyzing a
technology company, it is interesting to identify aspects that

distinguish engineers from non-engineers. To this end, we perform logistic regression using the E MPLOYEE 2V EC values as
input features, a response variable indicating if the employee
was an engineer or a non-engineer, and introduce dummy
control variables for categorical meta-data such as ‘level’ and
‘gender’. Aspect shown in Figure 10a is found to have a large
positive coefficient with statistical significance (see Table II).
It places emphasis on terms such as ‘project’, ‘ui’, ‘ios’, as
well as ‘hustling’, ‘[working] nights’ which are indicative of
the work done and traits valued in their peers by engineers.
Managers vs. non-managers: Another interesting factor
that distinguishes employees in the corporate hierarchy is
whether they are individual contributors or managers. We
perform a similar logistic regression using employee embeddings as inputs and the output indicating if the employee is
a manager or not. Figure 10b shows the aspect, sentiment of
which are most predictive of managerial status in a statistically
significant way. This aspect focuses on ‘positivity’, ‘leadership’, ‘coaching’, ‘[positive] attitude’, and ‘expertise’.
Gender: Our dataset did not have gender information available to us as employee meta-data. We inferred it by counting
the number of male versus female pronouns in an employee’s
feedback. If the number of male pronouns was higher than
the female ones, we tagged the employee as male, else they
were tagged as female. As before, we performed logistic
regression using the E MPLOYEE 2V EC as input features, and
gender as the response variable. Dummies for control variables
such as ‘level’ and ‘department’ were introduced. The aspect
shown in Figure 10c was statistically significant with a positive
coefficient. It is about risk-taking and indicates that feedbacks

associated with males identified them as more risk-taking than
corresponding feedbacks for female employees.
D. Text Summaries by P EER S UM
Next we study the text summaries produced by P EER S UM for two example employees with a budget of 3 sentences.
Employee I Summary:
(1) “[Name] can gain more knowledge in business areas and work to
be a leader help in coaching others to work on difficult problems.”
(2) “I really love working with [Name] and hope to work with him
on many more assignments in future.”
(3) “He is very knowledgeable not only in [Technology] applications
but also in various integrations with 3rd party tools.”

The summary here is a mixture of praise and constructive
criticism. The first extracted sentence here contains a suggestion for professional improvement, and the next two constitute
praise for the employee’s work.
Employee II Summary:
(1) “Most people on our team don’t really see that side of the world
very much.”
(2) “He’s willing to rollout initiatives even if they are a little more
risky as it allows us to test and iterate towards a better experience
in the long term and he’s confident we’ll get there.”
(3) “I’d like to see [Name] kickoff some bigger initiatives and
projects of his own that don’t come out directly of product or
sales needs.”

In this case, the summary talks about the inter-departmental
nature of the employee’s job and their ability to take on
calculated risks. This is followed by the third sentence in the
summary which suggests that the employee should look at the
bigger picture and undertake long-term initiatives.
From our detailed examination of the case studies, the
extracted sentences above closely capture the overall sentiment
associated with the employee’s peer reviews effectively.
E. Scalability
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Fig. 11: Model training scalability is linear on dataset size.
In Figure 11, we show the running time to train our model
on increasing fractions of the training data (213, 208 feedbacks
in total). We see that SAM’s scalability is near-linear on the
size of the data, i.e. number of feedback documents. Computing E MPLOYEE 2V EC representations as well as generating
text summaries using P EER S UM with budget b = 10 for most
frequent 10 aspects for all the employees take negligible time,
less than 10 minutes each on the entire training data.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we modeled and analyzed a large employee
peer review corpus from a technology corporation. We introduced a new sentiment-aspect model called SAM that
can identify multiple latent aspects and associated sentiment.

Next, we showed how to “put SAM to work” in order
to construct vector representations for employees through
E MPLOYEE 2V EC, entries of which capture aspect-specific
sentiment. We also developed a peer review summarization
approach called P EER S UM, to extract a few sentences per
employee reflective of each aspect’s associated sentiment.
Through various experiments, we demonstrated the quality
and utility of our proposed techniques. We also employed our
results on people analytics tasks, to illustrate how they can be
used to gain new managerial insights such as revealing gender
biases in the workplace and identifying employees with the
potential to become good managers.
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